
#

56

Captain

No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6025 267 4.6 1.59 33 3/4 9 1/2 32.5 7.4 4.32 112" 19

Pro Scouting Report

PLAYER INFO

MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

DE - 5-9 Tech

DOB (Age)

8-3-94 (24)

Scout Name (Last, First) 

Cammilleri, Gino

TEAM

Jacksonville Jaguars15-1st-JAX

YEAR – RD – TMCOLLEGE

Florida (FLUN)

Prospect (Last, First)

Fowler, Dante

2017: vs HOU 9/10, at PIT 10/8, at IND 10/16, vs CLE 11/19, at ARZ 11/26

15

Winning %

43%

Positions Started

INJURIES

2017-Finished T-12th in the NFL and T-3rd on JAX with 8 sacks, 5th in tackles for JAX DL 

with 21, 4th on the team in QB hits (10), and forced fumbles (2).  

4th year DL who has one start in 35 games played excluding his 2015 season where he tore his left ACL before

the season began and had no starts in 19 games played in 2017. Has played the last two seasons under
Defensive Coordinator, Todd Wash in a 4-3, one-gap defense as a Defensive End/Edge Rusher from the 5, 6, 7

and 9 tech positions lining up on both the strong and weakside of formations, tasked with rushing the C gap

from edge positions and keeping outside contain on runs. Has marginal height, marginal weight, thinner but
muscular frame, with solid arm length and marginal hand size, very good AA with very good balance,

explosiveness, agility, quickness and good flexibility. Very good burst / get off at snap, out of the 3-point stance

with his inside hand in the dirt, with very good explosiveness and play speed to quickly get upfield through the
C gap and a good ability to read and react to alter his upfield burst depending upon run or pass situations. Very

good pass rush ability from 5, 6, 7 and 9 tech positions when rushing the C gap, has a very good ability keep
level pads and hips to run the arc creating power from his lower body, good bend and corner ability, very good

UOH to properly position and extend into the chest of OL to gain leverage and power to shed the block coupled

with using a multitude of power and finesse moves such as bull rush, speed to power, inside rip and swim,
inside spin and rip and under to collapse the pocket, with good play strength to drive OL into the QB affecting

the throw, and a very good ability to finish pursuit of the QB to make a sack. A solid run defender when in on

rush downs against Inside and Outside Zone rushes with very good UOH to gain leverage with a fast rip and
under or swim to shed 1 on 1 scoop and reach blocks against Zone to then very good balance and lateral agility

to fight through traffic to flow with the LOS, with very good play speed to close in pursuit from the backside on

rusher, good mental processer to quickly recognize Zone vs Power rushes, good at holding edge contain, and is

patient in his gap integrity combining that with very good short area quickness and agility to come off blocks to

make tackles against all rushers. Very good competitive toughness with an aggressive edge to his game who

plays consistent all four quarters, will step up in big time moments to make plays, mentally sound to compete

play after play without letting his bad plays affect him and will rarely jump offside. When Pass Rushing or run

defending, if he does not use an explosive get off coupled the OL beating him in hand placement, he struggles to
gain momentum causing play strength to suffer causing him to be overpowered 1 on 1. As he plays fast and

explosive, he may tend to over pursue the pocket causing losing edge contain. Takes longer to mentally process

Play Action. Struggles to counter scoop, reach, and chip blocks in Power Rush schemes when lined up the strong

side of the formation seeing him come off the field on a majority of run downs. Will not consistently win against

2 on 1 blocks due to size and play strength. Overall, he is a very good starter who you can win with in a 1 gap, 4-
3 defense as a Defensive End who can play the 5, 7, or 9 technique positions to rush the C gap who will win with

very good upfield burst, play speed, and UOH attributing to his very good Pass Rush ability and very good
competitive toughness to play aggressive for all four quarters, but will suffer as a run defender coming off the

field for most rushing downs.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

35

Games Started

1

Games Won

Run Defense, Play Strength vs Run, Overpersuit in Pass Rush

PROJECTION A starting 4-3 DE/Edge Rusher who you can win with, who wins with very good upfield 

burst and very good in outside pass rush with PR plan, play speed, and UOH. Will struggle 
against inside runs due to play strength and against reach/chip blocks. 

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Upfield Burst, Play Speed from Edge, Pass Rush Moves, Pursuit vs Run

WORST

4-3 DE

4-3, one-gap system that allows him to rush from 5, 7, and 9 technique positions to rush the 
edge through the C gap.

2015-Left ACL Tear - Missed Entire Season-I.R., 2016-No Injuries, 2017-No Injuries

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed


